Origin of the term RIDGELING I FORBES
The Sporting Magazine for 1811 reported an "Interesting Horse Cause," or lawsuit, brought to recover the price paid for a horse which, although it had been sold as a gelding, could not be pastured with mares. It developed that this animal was a ridgeling and that two attempts had been made to remove the cryptorchid gonad.' Uncontrollable behavior, especially in the presence of mares, is common in ridgeling horses; they may injure themselves or others, and are almost worthless.'0' "" Cryptorchidism is said to be more common in Angora goats (approximately 5.5%) than in any other domestic animal."X Mention of a ridgeling goat occurs in an interesting instance of apparent plagiarism. One hundred and fifty-four years later the language of the law had changed, but not its intent:
A pain set that any person or persons that shall keep any ridgell or close tupp [bilaterally cryptorchid ram] upon the moor or common from the first day of September untill the last day of December each person for each offence three shillings and four pence. ' During the 1640's one Henry Best, a Yorkshire farmer, kept careful records of his farming activities. Best, who clearly was an educated man, begins his very interesting journal with a discussion of sheep. He defines normal males, and then moves on to cryptorchidism.
Close tuppes are such as have both the stones in the ridge of the backe, and are therefor very difficult to geld. Riggon tuppes are such as have one stone in the codde, and the other in the ridge of the back, and therefore the most dainger and difficultie is in geldinge of these, beinge to be cutt in two places before they can be made clean weathers. 7 Classical descriptions of the ridgeling condition, particularly as it occurred in sheep and cattle, form the basis for one supposed derivation of ridgeling. Marcus Terentius Varro (116-27? B.C.), in his De re rustica, advised the herdsman that periodically the herd -must be examined and counted and that it should be decided how many worthless animals should be removed [quot reiculae sint alienandae].48 Cattle which are useless should be eliminated [reiculae reiciundae] to make a place for animals of value."' Nonius Marcellus, the classical grammarian, lists reicula, but applies it to "sheep culled out, whether for age or serious sickness" [Reiculas oves, aut aetate aut morbo graves].' Samuel JohnsonS' and numerous other eighteenth and nineteenth century lexicographers' 6 18 20 80 42 believed that ridgeling is derived from rejicula or reicula. There is something to be said for this opinion; the first syllables are similarly pronounced, and both end in a diminutive (-ling, -ulus). The author has found no evidence, however, that reicula referred specifically to a ridgeling, although the herdsman would certainly wish to remove ridgeling sheep or cattle from his flock. Another reason for doubting that ridgeling derived from the Latin reicula is that the latter term appears to have no direct descendant among the Romance languages. 22 Volume 27, September 1954 Origin of the term RGELING I FORBES Webster's Dictionary,' the "Oxford Dictionary,"'1 and The English Dialect Dictionary"1 agree that ridgeling and at least some of its variants* are apparently derived from ridge, an old term for the spine or back, close to which the cryptorchid testis was thought to remain. Certainly in the sheep and goat the cryptorchid testis is said to lie near the spine and the kidneys (which is where the fetal gonad normally develops prior to its migration into the pelvis). Henry Best in 1641 (see above) spoke of "Riggon tuppes," male sheep which "have one stone in the codde, and the other in the ridge of the back."7 Lush, Jones, and Dameron, in a recent study," state that "nearly always" in goats and sheep the cryptorchid testis "remains in its original position high in the abdominal cavity just posterior to the kidneys and slightly ventral to them...." (page 5). Thomas 
